Recently, deep learning has greatly promoted the performance of license plate recognition (LPR) by learning robust features from numerous labeled data. However, the large variation of wild license plates across complicated environments and perspectives is still a huge challenge to the robust LPR. To solve the problem, we propose an effective and efficient shared adversarial training network (SATN) in this paper, which can learn the environment-independent and perspective-free semantic features from wild license plates with the prior knowledge of standard stencil-rendered license plates, as standard stencil-rendered license plates are independent of complicated environments and various perspectives. Besides, to correct the features of heavily perspective distorted license plates perfectly, we further propose a novel dual attention transformation (DAT) module in the shared adversarial training network. Comprehensive experiments on AOLP-RP and CCPD benchmarks show that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art methods by a large margin on the LPR task.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of intelligent transportation systems, license plate recognition (LPR) has attracted increasing research interests. It owns various potential applications, such as security and traffic control, vehicle re-identification [1] , [2] , and outdoor scene understanding [3] , [4] . Much work has been done on the topic of LPR.
However, most of the existing methods require complex hardware to capture high-quality images, and others demand vehicles to pass a fixed access gate slowly or even at a full stop. It is still a challenging task to recognize license plates accurately in the wild due to the variations that suffer from appearance, blurring, noise, perspective, and illumination etc..
In the past few years, due to the powerful feature learning capabilities, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have made significant progress in many computer vision tasks, such as object detection [5] , semantic segmentation [2] . Thus, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Habib Ullah . CNN-based LPR algorithms are also widely developed to solve the problem of recognizing license plates captured directly from the wild, for instance, transforming license plate recognition into a semantic segmentation task with the counting network to deal with appearance variations [6] . Although many LPR algorithms have been proposed [6] , [7] , they are still incapable of learning all variations in the wild. Consequently, their methods factually assume the input are highquality images. Typically, the appearance of the license plates captured in wild scenes might suffer from the above degradations, causing deterioration in LPR performance. Hence, developing a robust LPR framework is highly indispensable, especially for wild scenes.
As is well-known, standard stencil-rendered license plates are free of distortions caused by environment and perspective, which present more semantic contents of license plates. While wild license plates contain various perspective distortion and complicated appearances, as shown in Fig. 1 , which evidently throw a bad influence on the recognition of license plates. Extensive experiments have proven that the high-quality license plates can be more easily recognized without the impact of complicated environment and various perspectives. In fact, standard stencil-rendered license plates are free of environment and perspectives, so that they can be exploited as prior information to guide model to recognize low-quality license plates as the pupils learn to read from a textbook. Consequently, it is possible to improve the performance of LPR by taking advantage of the semantic features which are environment-independent and perspective-free.
Besides, geometry correction for the heavy perspective distortions of wild license plates is indispensable. Although spatial transformer network (STN) [8] is well-known for correcting various affine and perspective transformations resulted from different perspectives, the simple localization network in STN always has limited receptive field. While the complicated localization network in STN is hard to be optimized because of the weak-supervision from the indirect losses of other subnetworks. Therefore, effective and efficient feature extraction module in STN is needed to improve the performance. Motivated by ECA-Net [9] and DAN [10] , we introduce the channel attention and spatial attention modules in STN to form the dual attention transformation module (DAT), which could extract the wild license plate features efficiently and effectively to model the geometry transformations more robustly.
Meanwhile, apart from various perspective distortions, there also exist other distortions resulted from complicated environment, such as blurring, noise, and illumination. . ., which also have a bad influence on the LPR performance. To learn environment-independent and perspectivefree semantic features of wild license plates simultaneously, we propose a shared adversarial training network (SATN) with the prior knowledge of standard stencil-rendered license plates, and embed the DAT module into SATN, which imposes a strong-supervision on the DAT module inversely. Actually, SATN is inspired by the generative adversarial networks (GANs) [11] which have demonstrated to be an extremely powerful tool for realistic image generation. GANs consist of a generator (G) and a discriminator (D). The discriminator can guide the generator to transfer a complicated data distribution to another specific distribution by adversarial training. When GAN is operated on a handwritten character set, such as MNIST dataset [12] , it is exciting to observe that the generator could transfer noise vectors to realistic character images [13] , [14] . Besides, [15] used GAN to generate images from street view house number (SVHN) dataset to the samples of MNIST dataset. Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), we argue that the generated license plates with wild license plates can be much similar to the stencil-rendered license plates by the GAN.
Specifically, SATN can make full use of the merits of discriminative model and generative model for LPR in Fig. 2(b) . The DAT module is firstly exploited to correct various perspective distortions of the wild license plates. And then the feature encoder is used to encode features of wild and stencil-rendered license plates. Subsequently, the discriminator judges whether the encoded features come from wild or stencil-rendered license plates. With the prior knowledge generated by stencil-rendered license plates, it can instruct the feature encoder to distill environment-independent semantic features from wild license plates automatically. Finally, the encoded features are fed into the recognizer to recognize the wild license plates. The DAT module, feature encoder, discriminator, and the recognizer are alternately optimized by shared adversarial training. In the process of adversarial training, we use the feature activation loss to enhance the similarity of wild and stencil-rendered license plate features, which simultaneously provides a strong-supervision on the DAT module. Thus, we could get better performance of LPR.
Our main contributions are three-folds:
• we propose a novel dual attention transformation (DAT) module to correct the features of perspectively distorted wild license plates.
• To make the model learn environment-independent and perspective-free semantic features effectively and efficiently, we put forward a shared adversarial training network (SATN) with the prior knowledge of standard stencil-rendered license plates.
• Our proposed method outperforms previous state-ofthe-art methods by a large margin on the AOLP-RP and CCPD benchmarks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some related works. Section 3 formally introduces the proposed method detailedly. Section 4 presents the experimental results and analysis. Section 5 shows the conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
In the section, we will review some recovery methods for the degradation images and previous license plate recognition methods which are related to this work.
A. SPATIAL TRANSFORMATION NETWORK STN [8] , namely spatial transformation network, is a solution to integrate learnable image warping into a neural network. A spatial transformer contains a subnetwork predicting a set of warp parameters followed by a differentiable warp function. STN has been proved effective in resolving geometric variations for classification tasks as well as other applications, such as image synthesis [16] , scene text recognition [17] . In this paper, we improve the localization network in STN with channel and spatial dual attentions to correct the geometry variations of wild license plates.
B. GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK
GAN is a class of generative models which are trained by optimizing a minimax objective between a generator (G) and a discriminator (D). Through the adversarial training, GAN has been testified to be able to learn a generative distribution that matches the expected distribution of a given data collection. One strength of GAN is that the loss function is essentially optimized by the discriminator network, which allows for training in cases where ground truth data with strong supervision is not available. In our work, we take advantage of the variant of GAN to guide the model to learn environmentindependent and perspective-free semantic features from wild license plates simultaneously.
C. LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION
With the emerging of deep convolutional neural networks, numerous methods for LPR are proposed. Li and Shen [18] distill deep feature representations by using RNN to acquire sequential features of the license plate. Bulan et al. [19] evaluate domain shifts between target and several source domains for choosing a domain which outputs the best recognition performance based on fully convolutional network [2] . However, these methods only consider high-quality license plates except for low-quality ones, which may decrease the performance heavily in complex wild scenes. Besides, these methods make little or no effort to learn environmentindependent and perspective-free semantic features of wild license plates, while possessing a high computational complexity. In this work, unlike existing methods, we adopt shared adversarial training to learn environment-independent and perspective-free semantic features of wild license plates in order to obtain high LPR performance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that GAN is applied to LPR of complicated environment and heavy perspective distortion. Meanwhile, our method is not only effective but also efficient for real-time application of LPR.
III. SHARED ADVERSARIAL TRAINING NETWORK
The architecture of the proposed model SATN is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , the performance of LPR is improved by learning perspective-free and environment-independent semantic features of wild license plates, where we provide standard stencil-rendered license plates as prior knowledge with synthetic method [20] . SATN consists of four neural network components: 1) Dual attention transformation module A for perspective correction; 2) Feature encoder E for extracting environment-independent semantic features; 3) Discriminator D to classify the encoded features of wild and stencilrendered license plates; 4) Recognizer R to predict the license plate label. A, E, D, and R are alternately optimized by the shared adversarial training algorithm.
A. DUAL ATTENTION TRANSFORMATION
Geometry correction with STN is critical for the heavy perspective distortions of wild license plates. However, the simple localization network in STN always makes it have limited receptive field, and the complicated localization network in STN is hard to be optimized because of the weaksupervision from the indirect losses of other subnetworks. Therefore, effective and efficient feature extraction module in STN will be indispensable to improve the performance. Recently, attention mechanism has been proven to offer great potential in improving the performance of feature extraction for CNN. However, most existing methods are dedicated to leveraging more sophisticated attention modules to achieve better performance, inevitably increasing the computational burden. In fact, LPR task demands both high performance and efficiency. Thus, we introduce two extremely light-weight attention modules in STN for boosting the performance of the localization network, namely, efficient channel attention (ECA) [9] and spatial attention (SA) [21] , which forms the novel dual attention transformation module (DAT) in SATN. DAT can extract the broad context features efficiently and effectively to model the geometry transformations and correct the heavy perspective distortions of wild license plates. As displayed in Fig. 3 , it consists of three components: a dual attention localization network, a grid generator, and a sampler. We mainly introduce the dual attention localization network, as the last two components are roughly the same as those in the work [8] except that grid height (h = 4) and width (w = 16) are specific for license plates.
1) DUAL ATTENTION LOCALIZATION NETWORK a: ECA
By revisiting the channel attention module in SENet [22] , ECA shows that avoiding dimensionality reduction and appropriate local cross-channel interaction are important for learning effective channel attention. As shown in Fig. 3 , assuming the output of one convolution block is U ∈ R W ×H ×C , it firstly conducts the global average pooling (GAP) for U by Equation 1.
Then, the weight of y i ∈ y can be calculated as Equation 2 by only considering the local interaction between each channel and its k neighbors.
where k i indicates the set of k adjacent channels of y i , σ is a sigmoid function, α j is one parameter of a shared 1D convolution kernel of size k. Since it is expected that larger size of channels favors long-range interaction while smaller size of channels prefers short-term interaction, k should be adaptively determined by channels C as in Equation 3 .
where |t| odd indicates the nearest odd number of t. In this paper, we set γ and b to 2 and 1, respectively. Obviously, ECA can bring significant performance gain with only k (k ≤ 9) parameters.
b: SPATIAL ATTENTION
Spatial attention is achieved through a convolution q = W sa U with weight W sa ∈ R 1×C×1×1 , generating a projection tensor q ∈ R H ×W . Each q ij of the projection represents the linearly combined representation for all channels C for a spatial location (i, j). This projection is passed through a sigmoid layer σ (·) to obtain the spatial attention weights. Theoretically, spatial attention assigns more importance to relevant spatial location features and ignores irrelevant ones, which can also improve the performance effectively.
Obviously, the proposed dual attention transformation module is extremely lightweight to correct the perspective distortions of wild license plates, and its effectiveness is noticeable in Table 6 .
B. FEATURE ENCODING, DISCRIMINATING, RECOGNITION
Although the aforementioned novel DAT module can solve the heavy perspective distortions of wild license plates, it needs the strong-supervision information to exert its potential. Meanwhile, the license plates captured from the wild scenes are also degraded by the sophisticated environment factors including high exposure, blurring, occlusion, unbalanced illumination, and inherent plate damage, . . . To extract the environment-independent and perspective-free semantic features simultaneously, we embed the DAT module and recognition branch into the well-known GAN [11] and make them share some backbone layers, which forms the shared adversarial training network (SATN). As we know, GAN has been demonstrated to be an extremely powerful tool for realistic image generation. It consists of a generator (G) and a discriminator (D). The discriminator can guide the generator to transfer a complicated data distribution to another specific distribution by adversarial training. Thus, we expect that the generated semantic features of wild license plates can be much similar to those of the stencil-rendered license plates by the SATN, since stencil-rendered license plates are free of the impact of the complicated environment and heavy perspective distortions.
Specifically, assuming the outputs of the DAT module for wild and stencil-rendered license plates are V r and V s , respectively. The corresponding feature maps are denoted as E(V r , θ e ) and E(V s , θ e ) which are encoded by the feature encoder E in SATN (Note: θ e contains the learnable parameters of DAT module hereafter). We calculate the following smooth L1 loss between the features E(V r , θ e ) and E(V s , θ e ) like the generative model objective in [23] ,
which forces the learned feature E(V r , θ e ) to be similar to the feature E(V s , θ e ) as much as possible.
The discriminator D is used to judge whether the encoded features by E come from wild or stencil-rendered license plates. We denote the feature label as y d . The features E(V r , θ e ) are assigned a label of y d = 1, while the features E(V s , θ e ) correspond to y d = 0. The probability of y d = 1 and y d = 0 are expressed as Equations 5 and 6, respectively:
where θ d denotes the parameters of D. D is optimized by minimizing the discriminator loss L d (E(V s ,θ e ),E(V r ,θ e );θ d ) as:
Furthermore, only features E(V r , θ e ) of wild license plates are sent into the recognizer R for sequence recognition. Specifically, a series of convolution and pool operations are applied on E(V r , θ e ) to obtain a unit height feature maps F r ; Then, we leverage two bidirectional LSTM layers [24] on F r to acquire the feature maps F p , which encodes the context sequence information and predicts the license plate labels. Finally, a CTC loss [25] L r for the alignment of the features F p and the target license plate labels is evaluated. Noticeably, we do not use the attention decoder in recognizer R because CTC is more efficient and enough for the LPR task. In a word, the proposed SATN is learnt to discover environment-independent and perspective-free semantic features that can fool D. The encoded semantic features can be viewed as underlying features which stencil-rendered and wild license plates share in common, D can not distinguish them. Namely, the more environment-independent and perspective-free features SATN extracts, the larger discrimi-
Therefore, the proposed SATN model can be optimized by minimizing the adversarial train loss L(I s , I r ; θ d , θ e , θ r ) expressed as:
where λ, α, and β are the hyper-parameters to control the trade-off between the smooth L1 loss, discriminator loss, and recognition loss, and λ = 10, α = β = 1 empirically. I s , I r stand for the stencil-rendered and wild license plates, respectively.
C. NETWORKS DESIGN
In this subsection, we introduce all architectures of the components DAT, E, D and R in the proposed SATN model detailedly.
The architecture of the dual attention transformation (DAT) module is elaborated in Table 1 . Besides, it is in front of the encoder E and recognizer R, and shared by them.
The architectures of the feature encoder E, recognizer R and discriminator D are elaborated in Table 2 . Each convolutional layer is followed by a batch normalization layer and a ReLU layer.
D. OPTIMIZATION
SATN model is optimized alternately for robust wild license plate recognition. DAT is trained to correct the perspective distortions of wild license plates by the strong supervision of the smooth L1 loss, D is learnt to distinguish the features of standard stencil-rendered license plate I s from the features of wild license plate I r , E is optimized to encode environment-independent discriminative features of I r that can fool D, and R is optimized to predict the wild license plate labels from the encoded features. With D being more powerful in distinguishing whether features are environmentindependent or not and R being more precise in recognizing plate labels, DAT and E strive to learn the perspectivefree and environment-independent features to compete with D. Finally, DAT, E, D and R improve each other in the progress of shared adversarial training. In other words, D is optimized by minimizing the discriminator loss L d , while the perspective-free and environment-independent features encoded by DAT and E respectively, which are similar to the features encoded from stencil-rendered license plates, will result in maximizing the discriminator loss L d . I.e., DAT , E, Algorithm 1 Shared Adversarial Training Algorithm Input: Wild and standard license plate (I r , I s ), learn rate µ. Parameters: Randomly initialized θ e , θ d , θ r . Output: The optimal parametersθ e ,θ d ,θ r .
Start training:
1: // Pretrain a whole license plate recognizer 2: For number of pretraining epochs do 3: For number of Mini-batches do 4:
(θ e ,θ r )←(θ e ,θ r )−µ ∂SL 1 (Is,Ir ;θe)+Lr (Ir ;θe,θr ) ∂θe , ∂Lr (Ir ;θe,θr ) ∂θr 5:
End for 6: End for 7: // the adversarial training 8: Repeat
9:
For number of training epochs do 10: For number of Mini-batches do 11: // for discriminator 12: Suppose the optimal parameters areθ e ,θ d ,θ r , then we havê θ e ,θ r = argmin{SL 1 (θ e ) + L r (θ e , θ r ,θ d )} (10) θ d = argmax{L d (E(V s ,θ e ), E(V r ,θ e ); θ d )} (11) The contradictory optimization targets for the parameters θ e in E and θ d in D make it hard for learning E, D and R in one updating step. Thus, we constrain the update to the respectively specific component in SATN model. DAT, E, D and R are alternatively optimized following the adversarial learning framework. As shown in Algorithm 1, we link DAT, E and R to pretrain a primary license plate recognizer. Afterwards, we alternatively optimize the parameters of DAT, E, D and R to fine-tune the model.
IV. EXPERIMENT
In the section, we introduce a series of benchmarks and experimental details for the proposed method SATN.
A. BENCHMARKS
CCPD [20] is the largest publicly available diverse license plate (LP) benchmark to date with over 250k unique car [30] . AP: average precision.
images, and it is divided into two equal parts of training set and testing set. Each LP number is comprised of a Chinese character, an English letter, and five English letters or numbers, which results in the 69 classes of all license plates (Note: including one ''blank'' class and one ''unknown'' class). Besides, it consists of 8 sub-sets, which are captured from different complicated environments and various perspectives. The distribution and illustrations of all sub-sets in CCPD are shown in Table 3 .
AOLP-RP [26] includes 611 license plate images gathered in Taiwan, each image contains ten numbers and 25 letters (except character ''O''). The dataset is very challenging because the angles of some license plates contain heavy perspective distortions. What is more, in terms of resolution, all captured images are relatively simple because they own high-resolution rather than other datasets.
B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
All the reported experimental results are built on the Pytorch framework, and our method has done on one NVIDIA TITAN X GPU and one Intel Core i7-6700K CPU. In all the experiments, we use a gradient clipping trick and the Adadelta optimizer [27] with momentum value 0.9. The proposed network is trained in roughly 200 epoches with a batch size of 32. The weights in discriminator D and DAT are initialized from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 0.02, and the remaining weights in SATN are initialized by the method in [28] . The initial learning rate is 0.1 for the DAT module, encoder E and recognizer R, and 10 −3 for the discriminator D.
C. COMPARISON
In this subsection, we compare our method with previous state-of-the-art methods of LPR. As seen in Table 4,   TABLE 5 . LPR precision (percentage) on AOLP-RP. obviously, our method outperforms the prior best method by a large margin on the average precision (AP) metric. More importantly, on the subsets of ''DB, FN, Rotate, Tilt, Weather, Challenge'' of CCPD benchmark except ''Base'' subset, the performance of our method is significantly better than existing methods, which strongly certificates that our proposed SATN model can learn the perspective-free and environment-independent features of wild license plates. Additionally, in Table 5 , we also evaluate our method on another benchmark AOLP-RP which suffers from the perspective distortion heavily, and it still performs best.
To make the conclusion much more convincing, some ablation experiments are conducted in Table 6 and Figures. 4, 5, 6. In Table 6 , the baseline is CRNN [29] . With our DAT module in ''CRNN'' model, the promotions of performance on ''Rotate, Tilt'' subsets are evidently far larger than those of the remaining subsets of CCPD, which proves that our DAT module can correct the perspective distortions effectively. Meanwhile, the transformed results in Fig. 6 also show that VOLUME 8, 2020 the proposed DAT module is vital for the recognition of perspective distortion license plates. Further, via using SAT in ''CRNN'' model, the environment-independent features can be learned effectively to promote the performance substantially. While we visualize the training process in Fig. 4 , drastically, the red line with SAT not only converges much faster than the black line without SAT but also exhibits lower training losses, which shows the powerful ability of our SAT.
In Fig. 5 , we analyze the erroneous recognition results via a confusion matrix of the target and wrong prediction character classes, and the color intensity in the right-side bar describes the error level of the target character to be predicted as another character. Through Fig. 5 , we observe that: (1) Class imbalance will result in the recognition error in some way, for instance, some abbreviations of other provincial capitals are wrongly predicted as the first class due to a lot of training samples of the first class; (2) Appearance similarity is another reason, for example, the highest error rate is target character class ''D'' which is erroneously recognized as class ''0'' because the font type used on the license plates makes them appear similar; (3) Most of the wrong prediction classes concentrate on the English characters and numbers which are easily affected by the complicated environment because of less strokes.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an effective and efficient shared adversarial training network (SATN), which can learn the environment-independent and perspective-free features from wild license plates with the prior knowledge of standard stencil-rendered license plates, as standard stencil-rendered license plates are independent of complicated environment and various perspectives. Besides, to correct the features of perspectively distorted license plates perfectly, we further propose a novel dual attention transformation (DAT) module in the shared adversarial training network. Comprehensive experiments on AOLP-RP and CCPD benchmarks show that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art methods by a large margin. 
